The September 2020 NEWSLETTER
Northern Arizona Flycasters
An active member club of the World Wide organization
“Fly Fishers International”
“Conservation, Restoration, and Education through Fly Fishing”
We support active involvement in cold water fisheries conservation. We work to insure
that Arizona’s habitat is not degraded and in the development and maintenance of fly
fishing opportunities.
We support the practice of “catch and release”, the use of barbless hooks, and quick and
harmless release practices. Fish should never be kept out of the water for over 60 seconds.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Northern Arizona Flycasters meets the first Wednesday of the month
(Meetings currently on hold) at the Arizona Game and Fish Regional
office at 3500 S. Lake Mary Road, Flagstaff. Meetings start at 7 PM with
a board meeting at 6:00 PM.
The meetings are free and the public is invited.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PRESIDENT’S DRIFT :
I will be hosting the first Northern Arizona Flycasters Zoom Meeting. We will be
familiarizing all of you with the Zoom meeting platform for the first few minutes of the
meeting. After that, The Glen Canyon National Recreation Area will be presenting the
proposed upcoming incentivized harvest program for brown trout at Lees Ferry.
See my email for the login information and link. Plan on trying to log in at least 10
minutes early. I will open the meeting at 6:45.
I look forward to seeing all of you
Topic: Incentivized Harvest Program For Brown Trout At Lees Ferry
Time: Sep 2, 2020 07:00 PM Arizona

Every club member is important to the wellbeing of our club and to our local
fisheries.
NAF needs your involvement and there are many volunteer venues available such as fishing trips,
conservation, writing about club activities, and fund raising. Remember, NAF raises funds to
support conservation efforts; we are a non-profit organization. You can sign-up to volunteer on
our web site. http://nazflycasters.com/volunteer/

The Paul Weitz Scholarship has been awarded to Andrew Volz.
Among other things, he is the organizer and president of the
NAU Fly Fishing Club. Congratulations Andrew.
EDUCATION

LOW WATER TROUT TACTICSFEBRUARY
16, 2015 – POSTED IN: BASICS SCIENTIFIC ANGLERS

By Michael Hatfield
In times of low water flow on a trout stream, fish can get very spooky because there isn’t the
natural protection from their predators that the water normally provides. During these times,
fishing can be difficult, but by following a few simple tips, success can still be achieved.
First off, try to blend in with the surroundings. Now is not the time for a bright colored ball cap
or a bright colored fishing shirt. Drab, natural colors are the way to go. When approaching
the stream, stay lower than normal and slow down. Get down on your knees if you have
to. We have all seen the examples showing a trout’s line of sight in the shape of a funnel as it
looks up. An angler standing somewhat straight up in normal water conditions may be out of
a trout’s sight window, but if the water level is low, that same angler is now visible to the trout
because that line of sight starts at a lower point. In some cases, this may also require us to
make longer casts to a piece of water in order to stay out of a trout’s sight.

One tip I always stress with anglers is, don’t get in the water unless you have to. This is
doubly important in low water conditions. As an angler wades through a stream, they create a
disturbance which radiates out like shock waves signaling danger to the trout. Your feet
clanging rocks together on the stream floor is an alarm as well. In low water, that clanging
and scraping sound travels much faster, sending trout into their safety lie. So let me
repeat. Don’t get in the water unless you need to.
I may also change to a smaller diameter leader and tippet combination in low water
conditions. My normal choice of SA Trout 5X may drop down to as light as 7X. When using
this light of tippet, it is very important to set the hook gently and don’t try to muscle in the fish
or you may break it off. Leader length can play an important role as well. With spooky trout, it
may be necessary to change to a leader/tippet combination in the 12+ foot range. If you have
the option of going to a lighter line weight, I would suggest that too. A 3 weight line creates
less of a disturbance when it lands on the surface than a 5 weight line does. If you only have
a 5 weight rod, experiment with using a 3 weight line on it. Quality fly rods will easily handle
two sizes above and below what they are rated for so you can be very versatile with your set
up. Just be sure to practice with the set up first so you are familiar with how it feels.
Fishing during low water conditions can be a very good fact finding mission if this is a stream
you fish regularly during normal water flows. Troughs, stumps, under cut banks, ledges and
boulder fields where trout normally hold, become visible in low water. Make notes of these
holding areas for when you return later in the year when the stream is at a normal flow.
To summarize:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

dress drab
go low and slow
don’t get in the water unless you need to
use lighter lines and longer leaders
study the stream structure and surroundings

Just follow those easy tips for more success in your low water angling, and study your
surroundings for more success on future trips.

Postflybox.com
NAF EVENTS SCHEDULE
On hold due to the X#%&*@x Virus.
Under discussion by board
Fishing outings to local lakes
Fly casting sessions on a regular basis.
Zoom meetings
The Board welcomes suggestions from members.
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